LEAVE THE JOB SITE SPOTLESS

› High power airflow sucks up solids, liquids, sludges and slurries
› Full power extendable boom with back of cab storage
› Full opening, 6 latch tailgate with multi-position safety prop
GENERAL DIMENSIONS
• Length: 33’ 7” (approx.)
• Height: 12’ 8” (approx.)
• Width: 8’ Body, 9’ 2” with mirrors (approx.)

VACUUM SYSTEM
• 8” positive displacement vacuum system offers 5800 cfm/28” hg
• Heavy duty transfer case drive

FILTRATION SYSTEM
• Single mode filtration enables loading of wet or dry material with no changeover required
• Reverse air pulsation system continuously cleans the 60 snap-ring type, acrylic-coated filter bags
• Easy filter access on top of unit for filter bag change out; bag removal through top covers, side doors for bin cleanout
• One (1) large cyclone with large passage ways for greater airflow, greater performance and greater fuel economy

DEBRIS BODY
• 18 cu yd payload capacity
• ¼” steel construction throughout entire body and filter chambers
• Body dumping is achieved by one heavy duty, telescopic double-acting cylinder that provides a 51° dump angle.
• The body, bag houses and separator chamber hydraulically raise together, allowing for quick unloading of material
• Full opening tailgate with two lift cylinders
• The hydraulic tailgate latching system is liquid tight and prevents leakage in case of hydraulic malfunction; latches are fully adjustable

FEATURE OPTIONS
• Stainless steel components
• Stainless steel debris body
• Rear LED work lights
• Sludge pump (Length of unit changes to 35’ 7”)
• 5’ extendable boom with 10’ - 15’ reach (Height of unit changes to 13’ 2”)
• Air Excavation Package

MODEL OPTIONS
• High dump unloading
• Arctic, designed for extreme temperatures

* Disclaimer: Product photos may include standard and/or optional features